Let us help you
target your
next move

Biotechnology Patent Attorney
Manchester

Senior Associate, Engineering/Physics
London

This is a fantastic opportunity for a PQ or Finals
Standard patent attorney to join the Life Sciences
team of a well-respected and successful IP practice.

A truly unique opportunity has become available to
join a firm with an extensive and varied portfolio,
which is seeking a Senior Attorney with either a
mechanical engineering, electronic engineering or a
physics background, to join their London office after a
period of sustained growth.

You can expect exposure to work across a broad
spectrum of biotechnology and life science related
subjects. There is a good mix of drafting, prosecution
and opposition work, and as such there is a great
opportunity to get involved with some interesting
matters at an early stage in your career – which can
only help your development.

Seeking high-calibre candidates with extensive
experience in the industry, a minimum of 2 years’
PQE, and a track record of success to maintain and
improve their existing client relationships.

In-House Chemistry Patent Attorney
Buckinghamshire

Biotechnology Patent Attorney
Birmingham

A rare chance to join a well-established pharmaceutical
company, to assist with a wide variety of patent and
IP-related tasks to ensure that the company’s IP is
comprehensively protected.

This growing IP firm is looking for a specialist Life
Sciences Patent Attorney to join the busy and friendly
team in their prominent Birmingham office. If you are
looking to take your career to the next level, do read on!

Seeking a EPA who has a strong academic background in
a Life Sciences or Chemistry field, the internationallyrenowned work offered by this company is sure to be
of interest. Candidates who are dual UK and European
qualified are preferred, but this is not essential.

Those at finals standard, as well as qualified
attorneys, will all be given fair consideration. Serious
consideration will also be given to a lateral hire at
Salaried Partner level, for the right candidate who is
able to attract a following of clients to the firm.
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Time to take
the plunge?

Patent Paralegal (Partner Level)
London

CIPA Qualified Patent Administrator
West Midlands

A top tier firm are looking for a Patent Paralegal
to join them, to support selected Partners with a
real variety of work ranging from secretarial and
administration to paralegal portfolio management.

We have a very exciting opportunity to join a sectorleading IP firm based in the West Midlands. One
of our key clients, this firm is looking for a Patent
Administrator to join their successful team. It is
essential you are CIPA qualified in order to apply for
this position.

This is an exciting new opportunity for an existing
Patent Paralegal or an experienced Patent
Administrator or Secretary with extensive knowledge
of the patent application process to hit the ground
running. If you hold the CIPA qualification, this would
be an advantage, but not a necessity.

The successful individual will be joining a friendly
yet busy team so candidates should be organised,
motivated and have a proactive approach to their
work in order to succeed in this fast-paced role.

Patent Secretary/Paralegal
South West England

IP Formalities Specialist - EP Grant
South East England

We are seeking a Patent Secretary/Paralegal with
a minimum of 2 years’ experience to provide high
quality support within a close knit and motivated
team. This is a great opportunity for an enthusiastic,
hard working and motivated individual with strong
administration skills, who is seeking a challenging
position. With a fantastic salary up for grabs for the
right candidate, along with a great benefits package this opportunity is not to be missed!

One of our largest clients is searching for an
experienced IP Formalities Specialist to join them in
their friendly offices. They are specifically seeking
a candidate with strong EP Grant and Validation
knowledge. This role is based in their conveniently
located offices in the South East, which are easily
accessible by car or train. Considering people with 5+
years’ experience, who can work to tight deadlines
and have a very high attention to detail.
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Put your
Trade Mark
career in the

spotlight

Attorney-at-Law, Trade Marks
Berlin, Germany

Senior Trade Mark Paralegal
West Midlands

Seeking a qualified Attorney-at-Law with at least 3
years’ PQE practicing trade mark law, having experience
over a range of contentious and non-contentious
matters. This role comes with an attractive
package, and would suit someone with the drive and
determination to take their career to the next level.

Work in a fast paced and quickly growing trade marks
team where you will be pushed to be the best you
can be professionally. This would suit an experienced
trade mark paralegal who is currently looking to
take a step up into a well-established firm. CITMA
qualification would be a bonus, but is not essential.

Trade Mark Attorney
Halifax, West Yorkshire

Trade Mark Formalities Assistant
London

A high-profile position with a pan-European IP firm,
this is a chance to take over responsibility for the
trade mark portfolio of their UK practice. As well as
working to maintain and grow the existing portfolio,
there will be the chance to manage the day-to-day
running of the firm’s UK office.

A fantastic opportunity for an accomplished CITMA
Qualified Trade Mark Administrator with solid
experience in trade mark administration, records
and/or formalities, to join the thriving office of a
successful firm. The perfect opportunity to work for a
variety of clients acro a range of different sectors.

Trade Mark Attorney
Birmingham

Trade Mark PA/Coordinator
London

If you are looking to advance your career within an
established and growing trade marks team, this could
be the opportunity for you! This practice presents
excellent opportunities with regards to progression,
and you will experience work on a very reputable
client portfolio.

A leading name in the legal profession has an exciting
opportunity available for a skilled Personal Assistant/
Coordinator to join their dynamic trade mark team
on a full time, permanent basis. This is a key role
supporting the trade mark team as a whole, and good
communication skills and organisation are a must.
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